Angular shortening and delayed gradual distraction for the treatment of asymmetrical bone and soft tissue defects of tibia: a case series.
Acute shortening is reported to be an effective method for the treatment of open fractures with bone and soft tissue defects. Little is known about primary skin closure with angulation to the side of the defect and distraction at the fracture site. We present a series of three cases treated for defective fractures of tibia by angular shortening and delayed gradual distraction with hinged circular external fixator. Two cases were type IIIB open fractures and one case was an infected nonunion. Bone and soft tissue defects were managed by adaptation of edges and primary skin closure with angulation to the side of the defect. Axial alignment was restored by gradual distraction after a 2 to 3 weeks interval. Residual limb length discrepancy was lengthened through a separate corticotomy in two cases. Bone formation at both the fracture and corticotomy sites were sufficient to achieve union in all patients. Fixation time averaged 261 (182-392) days and average bone healing index was 42 days/cm. No further surgical intervention was necessary for soft tissue reconstruction after primary skin closure. Infection was eradicated in the case of infected nonunion. Angular compression to the side of the defect is a safe and reliable method of treatment for asymmetrical bone or soft tissue defects of tibia. It eliminates the need for complex soft tissue reconstruction procedures. Unnecessary debridement of bone is prevented by angular adaptation of edges. Definitive treatment of complex injuries is possible with a circular external fixator.